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Tourism Overview: North America
Canadian travel intentions have softened: Canadian travel intentions have softened from last year,
registering their first decline since 2005, according to the 2008 Travel Trends Survey commissioned by
the Hotel Association of Canada. Intentions for domestic leisure trips increased steadily between 2005
and 2007, rising to 78 per cent of Canadians polled last year, but fell back to 70 per cent for 2008. Two
main reasons for the decline are financial concerns (cited by 57% of respondents) and higher gas/energy
prices (22%). (See page 4.)

Modest growth in domestic travel expected: The latest travel indicators suggest the domestic travel
market will continue to grow modestly over the near term. But the strong Canadian dollar contributed to
surging demand for outbound travel in December, and continues to reduce the price competitiveness of
domestic travel destinations. (See "Domestic Travel," page 10.)

U.S. vacation intentions still soft: The latest Consumer Confidence Survey report by the U.S.
Conference Board, Inc. suggests that U.S. travel intentions softened further in February although they
are slightly higher than they were a year ago. Consumer confidence fell sharply in February, which
suggests that consumers' outlook for the U.S. economy continues to worsen. (See page 5.)

Worsening economic conditions prompt cutbacks in U.S. leisure travel: A number of recent surveys
suggest U.S. travellers are cutting back on their travel plans because of worsening economic conditions.
Consumers are planning to spend less on discretionary items such as
entertainment and travel because of growing economic concerns and
household expense pressures. U.S. gasoline prices have been rising
steadily, adding further pressure to household finances. As a result,
more Americans are planning to travel closer to home and curb their
travel spending over the near term. (See page 5.)

Heightened focus on curbing corporate travel costs: The
increasingly uncertain economic outlook does not appear to have
curbed business travel volumes in Canada and the United States yet;
however, there are signs that companies are focusing more on
curbing travel costs because of rising travel prices and economic
concerns. (See page 5.)
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Canadian airlines and hotels continue to enjoy healthy demand: Despite concerns about Canada's
economic outlook over the short term, Canadian airlines and hotels continue to report healthy levels of
demand. 

Air Canada and WestJet both reported strong growth in their net earnings for the fourth quarter of
2007 and anticipate these positive trends will continue in 2008. In fact, both airlines plan to add
capacity to their networks this year. (See "Airlines," page 6.)

Demand for Canadian accommodations remained stable in November and December, and continued
to support solid increases in average daily room rates and revenues in the final two months of 2007.
According to the latest 2008 Market Outlook by PKF Consulting, further growth in room rates and
revenues is expected this year. (See "Hotels" page 7.)

Tourism Overview: International
Optimistic outlook for U.K. holiday market: Travel agents in the U.K. are optimistic about the growth
of holiday bookings in 2008, despite concerns about an economic slowdown this year. In one survey,
more than half of the independent travel agents polled expected their bookings to increase by more than
5 per cent this year, with 23 per cent expecting increases in the double-digits. Recent trading reports
from major U.K. travel companies support this optimism. (See page 12.)

Families shifting towards shorter breaks: Fewer U.K. families are able to take the traditional two-week
summer vacation, preferring to take shorter breaks more often, according to a recent study. The average
British family takes about four shorter breaks throughout the year, spending an average of only
GBP£349 per trip. The diminishing affordability of travel and the inability to take more than a few days off
work are the main reasons for this trend. (See page 13.)

Growth in international passengers at Paris airports slows: Passenger numbers at airports serving
Paris grew at a slower pace (1.8 per cent) in January. Domestic passenger numbers fell 5.2 per cent,
while passengers on European routes grew 3.5 per cent. Passengers on routes between France and
North and South America climbed 5.7 per cent. (See "Modest growth in air passenger traffic in
January," page 13.)

German travel agents report strong demand for travel products: German travel agents and tour
operators are optimistic about their bookings for summer 2008. Reports indicate that advance bookings
are ahead of what they were last year at this time. Growth has been driven by early booking discounts
and strong demand for school holiday trips. Popular summer trips include self-drive holidays in Germany
and neighbouring countries, as well as niche products like cruises, wellness breaks, cultural trips, and
adventure holidays. (See page 15.)

Outlook for Japanese overseas travel growing more pessimistic: Many overseas travel destinations
have been experiencing a decline in Japanese visitors, according to a recent media report. Travel
industry analysts attribute the decline to a maturing market, a loss of interest among young travellers to
venture outside Asia, and slow growth in the seniors' travel market. Growing economic concerns and
rising fuel surcharges have also played a role. (See page 18.)

Credit card company reports a shift in Korean travel preferences: Korean interest in traditional
overseas travel destinations, such as Italy and Germany, is waning as more Koreans choose to vacation
in Asia, according to BC Card, one of Korea's largest credit card companies. In 2007, the highest
growth in Korean travellers' credit card spending was at Asian destinations, fuelled by a growing number
of younger, price-conscious Korean travellers who prefer to travel closer to home because they have less
money. (See page 19.)

China takes "great leap forward" to head of Internet rankings: China's Internet population expanded
so rapidly in 2007 that it leaped ahead of the United States to rank first in the world, according to a
recent market report. The number of Chinese Internet users grew by 53 per cent in 2007 to 210 million,
while the United States had an estimated online population of 188 million. Growth in China was driven
by a huge increase in the number of rural users. (See page 21.)
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Australian outbound visits to outpace inbound for first time in 20 years: Australian outbound travel
volumes are poised to overtake inbound travel this year for the first time in 20 years, according to a
recent media report. Australian overseas departures continue to grow robustly while inbound visits
register only modest growth. In the past four years, Australian outbound travel has expanded by
60 per cent, fuelled by the rising value of the Australian dollar. (See page 22.)

Tourism Leading Indicator Index - Summary Table

The Tourism Leading Indicator Index provides insights into the near-term outlook for the tourism industry, by
tracking the progress of the economic and non-economic factors that affect travel demand from Canada's
key tourism markets, including the domestic market. 

The rating for each component of the index indicates how that component is expected to affect travel from
the source market over the near term. The overall rating indicates the expected performance of the source
market in the near term, relative to the same time period in the previous year. 

Ratings Key:

Economic Factors and Non-Economic Factors:

Range from (significantly adds to demand) to (significantly impedes demand). 
represents neutral effect on demand.

Overall Tourism Leading Indicator:

Ranges from +++ (significantly improving) to – – – (significantly deteriorating). 0 represents no change.

Travel
Market

Economic Factors Non-Economic Factors
Overall Tourism

Leading Indicator

General
Economic

Trends

Price
Competitiveness

Traveller Trends
(to/within
Canada)

Supplier Trends
(to/within
Canada)

For Travel to/
within Canada

Domestic +
U.S. –
U.K. +
France +
Germany 0
Mexico ++
Japan –
South Korea +
China +
Australia ++
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Tourism Overview - North America (Canada and the United States)

Leisure Travellers

Canadian travel intentions have softened: Canadian travel intentions for 2008 have softened from last
year, registering their first decline since 2005, according to the 2008 Travel Trends Survey by the Hotel
Association of Canada and Fleishman Hillard. Between 2005 and 2007, intentions for domestic leisure trips
increased steadily, rising from 57 per cent to 78 per cent of Canadians polled. This year, however, plans for
domestic trips have fallen back to 70 per cent of those polled. Two of the main reasons for the decline in
domestic travel this year are financial reasons (cited by 57% of respondents) and higher gas/energy prices
(22%).

When reserving accommodations for leisure trips this year, more Canadians plan to book their hotel room
over the Internet than over the telephone. Of those polled, 37 per cent said they planned to book their
room over the Internet, while 31 per cent said they intended to book by telephone. The Hotel Association of
Canada noted that hotel bookings by telephone have decreased 19 per cent over the past three years.

Canadian consumer confidence rebounds modestly: After declining in January, the Conference Board's
Index of Consumer Confidence posted a modest rebound in February 2008, gaining 1.3 points from the
previous month. While sentiments about current household finances improved only slightly from the
previous month, respondents were more optimistic about their future household finances. Prospects about
the future job market also improved. When asked if now was a good time to make major purchases,
48 per cent of respondents agreed, a 3.3 percentage point increase from a month earlier.

Table 1: Canadian Consumer Confidence (2002 = 100 Index)

Source: The Conference Board of Canada.

Canadians prioritize health and fitness while travelling: A large percentage of Canadians prioritize health
and fitness while they travel, according to a recent poll by Travelocity.ca. The results suggest that
86 per cent of Canadians polled make an effort to stay active while travelling. More than half of the
respondents (52%) said they travel to destinations conducive to walking or being outdoors so they can stay
active while they travel, and 34 per cent "do everything possible" to avoid unhealthy foods while travelling. 

Passport card to facilitate cross-border travel: On February 1, 2008, the U.S. State Department began
accepting applications for the new U.S. Passport Card, which will be ready sometime later this spring.
When passports are required for all travellers entering the United States at land and sea border crossings,
likely in June 2009, the passport card will be accepted in lieu of a traditional passport book. The passport
card will be much cheaper to obtain, with an application fee of US$45 versus US$100 for a regular
passport, but the card will not be valid for air travel. The State Department said it is issuing the passport
card in response to the frequent travel needs of residents of border communities.

U.S. vacation intentions still soft: U.S. travel intentions softened further in February, although they are
slightly higher than they were a year ago, according to the latest Consumer Confidence Survey report by
The Conference Board, Inc. in the United States. Preliminary results showed that in February 2008,
42.2 per cent of U.S. consumers polled said they planned to take a vacation within the next six months,
down from 44.5 per cent in the December 2007 poll. Results are adjusted to account for seasonal
fluctuations in travel demand. 

2007:11 2007:12 2008:01 2008:02

Consumer Confidence Index 100.2 96.2 95.3 96.6
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The monthly U.S. consumer confidence index continued to lose ground in February, plunging 12.3 points to
75.0 (1985 = 100). The Conference Board reported that the index dropped that month to its lowest level in
nearly 15 years, with the exception of a period in 2003 at the start of the Iraq war. Consumer sentiment
about future economic conditions was at a 17-year low. The Conference Board noted that index results
suggest that consumers' outlook for the U.S. economy continues to worsen and the threat of recession
continues to increase. 

Worsening economic conditions prompt cutbacks in U.S. travel: A number of recent surveys suggest
U.S. travellers are cutting back on their travel plans because of worsening economic conditions:

Close to half of 15,000 American consumers polled (49%) planned to spend less on discretionary
purchases such as entertainment and travel in February because of growing economic concerns and
household expense pressures, according to the latest Discover U.S. Spending Monitor. Even higher-
income consumers were feeling less confident about their personal finances than in the previous month.

A survey by GfK Roper Reports showed that 55 per cent of the Americans polled in early February
planned to cut back on discretionary expenses in light of the uncertain outlook for the U.S. economy.
The results suggested that U.S. consumer confidence was at its lowest level since September 2001.

U.S. gasoline prices have been rising steadily, adding pressure to household finances, according to a
recent New York Times news report. The American Automobile Association reported that gas prices
reached a national average of US$3.14 per gallon at the end of February, up from $2.35 a year earlier
and up 19 cents from the middle of the month. Some experts believe prices could climb up to an
average of US$4.00 per gallon by the spring.

Nearly half of the American travellers (47%) surveyed by AIG Travel Guard and Ruf Strategic Solutions
said they would "alter the quality of leisure trips" they are planning this year to save money. Of this
group, 22 per cent plan to eat at less expensive restaurants, while 17.2 per cent will stay closer to home.
Another 16 per cent will choose less expensive hotels while travelling. Three-quarters of respondents
cited the weaker U.S. dollar as their greatest concern about travelling this year.

Deteriorating economic conditions even affected the spring break travel plans of U.S. college students,
according to a recent survey by Kayak.com reported by Travelmole.com. About 60 per cent of the
college students polled said they would cut back on spring break travel plans this year and stick closer
to home because of rising travel costs and the uncertain economic outlook.

Group travel market expanding quickly: The leisure group travel market is one of the fastest-growing
segments of the travel industry, according to the latest quarterly Traveler Update Report by Orbitz.com and
Ipsos Public Affairs. The most popular types of group trips are with extended families (50%), followed by
friends (29%), social groups (11%), and guys- or girls-only getaways (6%). The report also states that the
most popular types of group vacations are cultural-themed trips (36%), family reunions (19%), sports-
related trips (19%), and cruises (16%).

Business Travellers

Heightened focus on curbing corporate travel costs: The increasingly uncertain economic outlook does
not appear to have curtailed business travel volumes among North American companies yet; however,
there are signs that companies are heightening their focus on curbing travel costs, in reaction to rising travel
costs and deteriorating economic conditions. 

Business Travel News recently reported that a growing number of corporate travel buyers are increasing
their use of mid-priced hotels to control costs. BTN cited a recent survey by National Business Travel
Association and Best Western International, which showed that 70 per cent of travel buyers polled were
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adding more mid-priced properties to their hotel program this year. Of this group, 20 per cent were doing
so for the first time. According to BTN, hotels in this segment are offering more amenities and inclusive
pricing to attract more corporate business. 

However, as economic conditions worsen, business travel demand will likely soften, especially in the United
States. PKF Hospitality Research recently told Travelmole.com that it expects U.S. business travel trends to
soften over the first half of 2008 in tandem with the slowdown in the U.S. economy.

Meetings segment to grow this year: The U.S. meetings segment is expected to keep growing this year,
according to a recent survey by PKF Hospitality Research. Of the U.S. meeting planners polled, most
expected their meetings to either remain the same (50%) or increase (39.8%) over 2007. The majority of
respondents (60%) said they have increased their budgets this year to accommodate the increased activity
and rising travel costs, while another 39.8 per cent said their budgets would stay the same as last year.
Respondents are employing a number of strategies to control costs this year, including reducing their
spending on food and beverages (21.3%), audio-visual technology (16.6%), and off-site events (12.8%). 

The global meetings and events industry is expected to remain stable this year, with little to no growth in
the number of events compared with 2007, according to the FutureWatch 2008 report by Meeting
Professionals International. However, healthy growth is expected in meeting attendance numbers:
attendance at corporate meetings is expected to jump 11.2 per cent over 2007, on average, and
18.3 per cent at association events. Average attendance at all conferences is expected to rise
19.3 per cent, year-over-year.

Airlines

Canadian airlines still enjoying healthy demand: Despite concerns about Canada's economic outlook
over the short term, Canada's two largest airlines continue to report healthy levels of air travel demand. Air
Canada and WestJet both reported strong growth in their net earnings for the fourth quarter of 2007 and
anticipate these positive trends will continue in 2008. 

Air Canada posted a net profit of $35 million for the fourth quarter of 2007, a significant improvement from
the $144 million net loss recorded for the same quarter of 2006. Net earnings for the full year reached
$429 million, compared with a net loss of $74 million posted for 2006. In the fourth quarter, passenger
revenues increased 6 per cent, mainly because of a 2.6 per cent increase in passenger traffic and a
2.6 per cent increase in yields (revenues per revenue passenger mile). 

The airline attributed its improved profitability to a healthy domestic market and cuts in non-fuel operational
costs. Looking ahead, the airline is confident that domestic and U.S. demand will stay strong over the near
term. Air Canada plans to expand its capacity this year by 2.5 to 4 per cent, both domestically and over its
entire network.

In January 2008, Air Canada's system-wide passenger traffic (measured in revenue passenger miles),
including mainline and regional operations, grew 3.8 per cent over the previous year. Total capacity
expanded by 3.7 per cent, resulting in a 1.6 percentage point increase in the airline's average load factor.
Traffic on domestic routes grew 5.3 per cent, while traffic on transborder U.S. slipped 0.4 per cent.
International traffic rose 4.6 per cent, driven by substantial growth on the carrier's "Latin American and
other" routes (15.7%). 

Meanwhile, WestJet posted record-high earnings for the fourth quarter and full year of 2007. Net profits
reached $75.4 million in the fourth quarter, up from $26.7 million a year earlier. Full-year net earnings
totalled $192.8 million, up from $114.7 million in 2006. Passenger traffic in the fourth quarter rose
18.6 per cent, year-over-year, and average yields grew by 3.2 per cent. In 2008, WestJet plans to expand
its capacity by another 16 per cent.
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WestJet reported a 16.2 per cent rise in passenger traffic and a 15.7 per cent expansion in capacity in
January 2008, compared with a year earlier. The carrier noted it was off to a strong start this year, with a
record-high load factor for the month.

Table 2. Airline Revenue Passenger Miles (RPMs) and Capacity - January 2008

U.S. airline industry bracing for downturn: Although U.S. air passenger demand is still holding strong,
deteriorating economic conditions in the United States are prompting U.S. airlines to brace for a downturn
this year. Combined with soaring fuel costs, the weakening U.S. economy is threatening to erode air travel
demand and the overall profitability of the U.S. airline industry. As a result, U.S. carriers are cutting their
domestic capacity even further in an effort to reduce competition and raise airfares. According to
Business Travel News, domestic air capacity in the United States was down by 1 per cent in January 2008
compared with a year earlier. 

This strategy appears to have been successful: according to the latest figures from the Air Transport
Association, domestic airfares were up by an average of 7 per cent in January, year-over-year. Fares on
transatlantic and transpacific routes were up even more, by 11.1 and 10.9 per cent, respectively, while fares
on Latin American routes rose 6.6 per cent.

It is also growing more likely that tougher market conditions for the U.S. airline industry this year will spark
further consolidation among U.S. airlines, resulting in further capacity cuts in the U.S. domestic market and
greater pricing power among the remaining carriers. Business Travel News reported the results of a UBS
survey of airline industry analysts, which showed that nearly all of those polled (93%) expected a major
airline merger to be announced within the next two months.

Hotels

Canadian lodging demand still healthy: Demand for Canadian accommodations remained stable in
November and December, and continued to support solid increases in average daily room rates and
revenues in the final two months of 2007. The latest National Market Report by PKF Consulting reveals that
average daily rates in Canada rose 3.7 per cent in November 2007 and 4.7 per cent in December 2007,
year-over-year. Occupancy gained 1.1 percentage points in November and 0.3 percentage points in
December, boosting revenues per available room (RevPAR) in each month by 5.6 per cent and 5.4 per cent,
respectively. 

For the full year of 2007, demand for Canadian accommodations increased 2.2 per cent over 2006,
according to the latest Canadian Lodging Outlook by HVS International. Hotel room supply for the year
increased 1 per cent.

Airline
RPMs (in millions)

January 2008
RPM change
2008 vs. 2007

Capacity
2008 vs. 2007

Air Canada mainline
(includes Jetz & Tier 3)

3,726 +3.4% +3.3%

Air Canada Regional (Jazz) 334 +8.1% +7.8%

WestJet 1,034 +16.2% +15.7%
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Looking ahead, these positive trends are expected to continue through 2008, according to the latest 2008
Market Outlook by PKF Consulting. Nationwide occupancy levels are expected to rise by an average of
1 percentage point in 2008, while average daily rates rise by 3.1 per cent over 2007. Average RevPAR for
properties across Canada is expected to rise 3.6 per cent. 

Canadian hotel operators less optimistic this quarter: Optimism among Canadian hotel operators
waned slightly in the first quarter of 2008 compared with the previous quarter, according to Statistics
Canada's latest Business Conditions Survey for the Travel Accommodation Industry. Respondents
expected declines in bookings and occupancy rates during the first quarter, although average daily rates
were expected to keep climbing. Responses were mixed about growth expectations for business travel
volumes.

The percentage of respondents citing the exchange rate as a challenge jumped to 52 per cent, up from
45 per cent in the previous survey. As well, a higher percentage of respondents mentioned excess room
supply as a concern. On the other hand, concerns about shortages in unskilled labour (28%) and skilled
labour (27%) decreased this quarter. There was also a slight increase in the percentage of respondents who
said they were facing no impediments at all.

U.S. lodging demand growing at a slower pace: Even though the pace of growth in U.S. lodging
demand continues to slow, average daily rates and room revenues in the United States continue to register
solid growth. In December 2007, occupancy levels decreased 2.7 per cent compared with a year earlier,
yet average daily rates jumped 5.6 per cent, helping to boost average RevPAR by2.8 per cent, according to
Smith Travel Research, Inc. (STR). For the full year of 2007, occupancy edged down 0.2 per cent from
2006, but average room rates and revenues were ahead by 5.9 per cent and 5.7 per cent, respectively.

Looking ahead, STR has forecast "another good year" for the U.S. lodging industry in 2008. However, a
2.2 per cent expansion in hotel supply is expected to offset the modest growth expected in lodging
demand (1.4%), resulting in another slight decrease (-0.8%) in occupancy this year. Moreover, many
analysts believe that a further softening of the U.S. economy could hinder any potential increase in demand.
Nevertheless, even if demand stays at its current levels, this will allow average room rates and revenues to
continue growing at a steady rate: STR has forecast a 5.2 per cent rise in average room rates in 2008, and
a 4.4 per cent increase in average RevPAR.

Travel Agents and Other Suppliers

Expedia's overseas operations seeing strongest growth: Expedia posted a net income of
US$65.4 million for the fourth quarter of 2007, a 3 per cent decrease from the same quarter of 2006.
Overall booking sales for the quarter were up 25 per cent, bolstered by a 35 per cent rise in European
bookings (excluding the benefits of the foreign exchange rate). North American bookings were ahead by
18 per cent. Other bookings, including those through Expedia Corporate Travel and the company's Asia-
Pacific operations, grew 36 per cent. The company plans to focus on expanding its Asia-Pacific operations,
according to a Reuters news report, in particular in China and India. Expedia has a majority stake in eLong,
a popular Chinese online travel agency.

For the full year of 2007, Expedia's net earnings were US$295.9 million, a 21 per cent increase over 2006.
Its booking data revealed a 9 per cent increase in average worldwide airfares and an 8 per cent hike in
North American airfares in 2007 compared with 2006. The company described U.S. air travel demand as
robust, but warned that further airfare increases could cause demand to weaken. It is also concerned
about the potential impact of an economic slowdown in the United States on leisure travel demand.
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Meta-search and mobile applications are two emerging online trends: Two of the most important
emerging trends in the online travel market this year will be the expansion of meta-search websites and the
development of mobile travel applications, according to PhoCusWright Inc. In a recent article, "In With the
Old, In With the New," the online travel research firm states that the growing profile of websites such as
Kayak.com and Farecast.com among travellers will boost their usage this year, bringing those online
research tools into the mainstream. 

The article also predicts that mobile advertising will skyrocket over the next few years, increasing the
availability of appealing, media-rich mobile applications. A recent survey by the firm revealed that
30 per cent of travellers polled were interested in receiving special offers about local restaurants and
activities on their mobile devices, and this number is expected to keep growing.

CLIA expects record year for cruising: The latest forecast by the Cruise Lines International Association
(CLIA) suggests that a record 12.8 million passengers will take a cruise this year, up slightly from the
estimated 12.6 million passengers who cruised in 2007. Most of the passengers (10.5 million) are expected
to come from North America. Overall cruising capacity (measured in available net bed days) is expected to
rise by 1.6 per cent. A recent survey of CLIA member cruise lines revealed that 90 per cent expect their
sales this year to meet or exceed 2007 figures.

To u r i s m  L e a d i n g  I n d i c a t o r  I n d e x

Because of the constantly evolving nature of today's travel environment, it is increasingly important to be
able to anticipate fluctuations in travel demand, in order to make better business decisions. The Tourism
Leading Indicator Index provides insights into the near-term outlook for the Canadian tourism industry, by
tracking the progress of the economic and non-economic factors that affect travel demand.

The rating for each component of the index indicates how that component is expected to affect travel from
the source market over the near term. Meanwhile, the overall rating indicates the expected performance of
the source market in the near term, relative to the same time period in the previous year. 

For more information on the specific weighting and methodology used to produce the index, please refer to
the Tourism Leading Indicator Index - Methodology section at the end of this report.

Ratings Key:

Economic Factors and Non-Economic Factors:

Range from (significantly adds to demand) to (significantly impedes demand). 
represents neutral effect on demand.

Overall Tourism Leading Indicator:

Ranges from +++ (significantly improving) to – – – (significantly deteriorating). 0 represents no change.
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Domestic Travel

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

Although the latest figures indicate the Canadian economy slumped 0.7 per cent in December, corporate
profits, wages, and consumer expenditures closed out 2007 on a high note. The most recent labour
force data suggest the Canadian economy added 43,300 new jobs in February 2008, another strong
monthly performance after adding 46,600 in January. As a result, the unemployment rate held steady at
a 33-year low of 5.8 per cent for the second consecutive month.

The strength of the Canadian dollar continues to reduce the price competitiveness of domestic travel
while spurring growth in outbound travel. In addition, high gas prices are likely to dampen domestic
automobile travel in the spring and early summer. 

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Year-over-year, domestic air travel (as measured by the number of enplaned and deplaned passengers
at Canada's top 30 airports) increased 3.9 per cent in December, according to Transport Canada.
Average Canadian hotel occupancy rates increased by a modest 0.3 percentage points in December,
according to PKF Consulting. Meanwhile, full-year hotel occupancy rates for Canada in 2007 were
reported to be 0.6 percentage points ahead of the previous year. 

The latest outbound travel statistics (from December 2007) suggest the strong Canadian dollar
contributed to surging demand (up 20.4% year-over-year) in overnight travel to the United States. During
that same month, growth in travel to other international countries remained strong (up 10.5%). 

Overall, the Tourism Leading Indicator for domestic travel suggests the market should continue to post
modest growth over the near term.

United States (To Canada)

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2007) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Non-Economic

OverallGeneral Economic
Trend

Price
Competitiveness

Traveller Trends
(to Canada)

Supplier Trends
(U.S. to Canada)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) –

Economic Non-Economic

OverallGeneral
Economic Trend

Price
Competitiveness

Traveller Trends
(Domestic)

Supplier Trends
(Domestic)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) +
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Economic Trends: 

Most indicators released over the past few weeks show U.S. economic growth weakening considerably.
Housing markets continue to tumble, consumer confidence is sinking, and the economy expanded at a
sluggish pace in the final quarter of 2007. The Conference Board's leading economic index for the U.S.
decreased 0.1 per cent in January 2008, the fourth straight monthly decline. Meanwhile, the Conference
Board's consumer confidence index fell sharply in February 2008. The index now stands at 75.0
(1985 = 100), down from 87.3 in January. 

Unfortunately, recent analysis by the Canadian Tourism Research Institute indicated that Canada's price
competitiveness for U.S. travellers will continue to decrease against that of competing destinations
during the second quarter of 2008. 

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Overnight trips from the United States to Canada decreased 9.5 per cent in December 2007, compared
with December 2006, according to Statistics Canada. Overall, year-end figures for 2007 indicate that
overnight travel by automobile and other modes (primarily air travel) was down 4.3 per cent and
1.5 per cent, respectively, over 2006. High gas prices, a weaker economy, and the high value of the
Canadian dollar are likely to continue to dampen demand in the price-sensitive automobile travel
segment in the spring and early summer. 

On a positive note, the number of direct seats available for air travel from the United States to Canada is
expected to increase 4.1 per cent during the second quarter of 2008, year-over-year.

Overall, the Tourism Leading Indicator for U.S. travel to Canada suggests U.S. visits will continue to decline
over the near term.

To u r i s m  O v e r v i e w  -  I n t e r n a t i o n a l

United Kingdom - Current Tourism Trends

Air travel down in January: British Airways' passenger traffic (measured in revenue passenger kilometres)
fell 1.6 per cent in January 2008 over the previous year. Premium traffic volumes (business and first class)
jumped 8.8 per cent, year-over-year, but non-premium traffic (economy) declined by 3.5 per cent. Poor
weather and a landing incident on January 17, 2008, caused a number of cancellations that month, which
contributed to the decline. The number of passengers on routes to the Americas climbed 2 per cent that
month, while passenger numbers on all other routes declined.

British Airways plans to launch a new subsidiary in June 2008 called "OpenSkies," in response to the new
open skies agreement between the United States and the European Union that will take effect at the end of
March. The new carrier will operate daily flights between Brussels, Paris, and New York, and plans to
expand to other transatlantic routes by the end of 2009.

The British Airport Authority's seven U.K. airports handled 10.1 million passengers in January 2008, a
2 per cent decrease from January 2007. Passenger numbers on North Atlantic routes dropped by
1.4 per cent, while traffic on other long-haul routes edged up 0.6 per cent. Passenger numbers on
scheduled routes to Europe declined 1.7 per cent, while domestic numbers fell 5.8 per cent.
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Table 3. Percentage change in passengers carried

Optimistic outlook for U.K. holiday market: A recent survey revealed that independent travel agents in
the U.K. are optimistic about the growth of holiday bookings in 2008, despite concerns about economic
conditions this year. More than half of those polled expected their bookings to increase by more than
5 per cent this year: 38 per cent expected growth of 5 to 10 per cent, and 23 per cent of respondents
expecting increases in the double-digits. Long-haul destinations projected to see strong growth in U.K.
visits this year include Australia, the United States, and Dubai.

A recent trading report by TUI UK supported this optimistic outlook, stating that the weakening U.K.
economy does not appear to be hurting holiday bookings, according to Travelmole.com. The travel
company described its U.K. business as "buoyant," with a year-over-year increase in profits in January, a
key booking period. At the end of January, the company's bookings for winter 2007-2008 were 4 per cent
ahead of the previous year, although overall capacity was scaled back this year by 11 per cent. Looking
ahead, TUI said it anticipates strong demand for its summer 2008 products, in part because of the poor
weather last summer.

Thomas Cook/My Travel recently reported strong sales for the current winter season and for summer 2008,
according to Travelmole.com. Post-Christmas demand for summer holidays was described as "robust," in
particular to key medium-haul destinations such as Turkey and Egypt.

Families shifting towards shorter breaks: Fewer U.K. families are able to take the traditional two-week
summer vacation, preferring to take shorter breaks more often, according to a recent survey by Holiday Inn.
More than half of the 5,000 families polled said they would not take a two-week summer holiday this year.
The findings revealed that the average family takes about four shorter breaks throughout the year, spending
an average of only GBP£349 (C$690) per trip. The diminishing affordability of travel and the inability to take
more than a few days off work were the main reasons given for this trend. 

Online travel research in the U.K. increasingly sophisticated: A recent study by Google U.K. and
comScore Media Metrix revealed that U.K. consumers are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their
online travel searches. This represents a growing opportunity for advertisers to reach and influence
consumers. Some of the key findings of the study were:

Consumers take an average of a month to research and purchase travel, making an average of
12 searches and 22 website visits.

Shoppers visit a website an average of 2.5 times before purchasing a travel product; for tour operator
websites, the average increases to 3.9 times.

More than half of online purchases start with a generic search term, such as "package holiday," which
offers advertisers greater opportunities for attracting new customers.

Carrier Jan. 2008 vs. Jan. 2007

British Airways -0.8%

Ryanair +17%

EasyJet +7.3%
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United Kingdom - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's leading economic index for the U.K. declined 0.4 per cent in December, the fifth
decrease in the past six months. In addition, the weaknesses among the leading indicators have
become slightly more widespread than the strengths over the past six months. The current behaviour of
the leading economic index suggests economic growth is likely to grow at a slow to moderate pace in
the near term.

In the second quarter of 2008, Canada's competitive price index is expected to decline significantly
against all its key international competitors for U.K. travellers. The largest anticipated decline is against
the United States. The analysis suggests that the cost of a seven-night stay in Canada for U.K.
travellers, including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 18.7 per cent, year-over-year.
Meanwhile, the average cost of a similar trip to competitive destinations (United States, China, South
Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, Brazil, and Mexico) is expected to increase 3.4 per cent.

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Visits from the U.K. increased 3 per cent in December, according to Statistics Canada. For 2007, visits
from the U.K. were 5 per cent higher than in 2006. On a year-over-year basis, the U.K. Office for
National Statistics reported that U.K. travel abroad decreased 2 per cent, while travel to North America
specifically declined 11 per cent, in the three months ending December 2007.

Looking ahead, direct air capacity on scheduled flights from the U.K. to Canada is expected to decline
5.1 per cent during the second quarter of 2008, compared with last year. 

On balance, Canada's deteriorating price competitiveness combined with modest growth in direct air
capacity and stable travel trends suggests only limited growth potential for U.K. travel to Canada over the
near term.

France - Current Tourism Trends

Modest growth in air passenger traffic in January: Air France-KLM reported that its passenger traffic
(measured in revenue passenger kilometres) grew 2 per cent in January 2008. Traffic on North and South
American routes combined rose 1.2 per cent during the period, although the company noted that the
weakness of the U.S. dollar hurt demand for economy-class seats on these routes. Traffic on domestic and
European routes was down by 0.6 per cent.

Passenger numbers at airports serving Paris grew 1.8 per cent to 6.4 million in January 2008, according to
the latest statement by the airports' administrative authority, Aéroports de Paris. Domestic passenger
numbers decreased 5.2 per cent that month, while passengers on European routes grew 3.5 per cent.
Passengers on routes serving North and South America climbed 5.7 per cent. 

Economic Non-Economic

Overall
General Economic

Trend
Price

Competitiveness
Traveller Trends Supplier Trends
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Slight decrease in consumer confidence: French consumer confidence registered a slight decrease in
January 2008 from the previous month, according to the latest release from the National Institute for
Statistics and Economic Studies. Although sentiments about personal finances remained stable, consumers
were less confident about making major purchases and were slightly more pessimistic about future
employment conditions. 

France - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's leading economic index for France declined 0.5 per cent in December. The
six-month growth rate of the index now stands at a 1.2 per cent annual rate, well below the 2.5 to
3 per cent annual rate during the second half of 2007. However, the recent behaviour of the leading
index suggests moderate economic growth is likely to continue over the near term. 

In the second quarter of 2008, Canada's competitive price index is expected to decline against all its
key competitive markets for French travellers. The average cost of a seven-night stay in Canada,
including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase an estimated 5.3 per cent for French
travellers, year-over-year. Meanwhile, the average cost of a similar trip to competitive destinations (United
States, China, sub-Saharan Africa, and Brazil) is expected to drop by 3.7 per cent.

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Visits from France increased 1.7 per cent in December 2007, slightly stronger than the 1.5 per cent
growth recorded for the full year, according to Statistics Canada. Meanwhile, the U.S. Office of Travel
and Tourism Industries (OTTI) reported that travel from France to the U.S. increased 26.5 per cent
between January and November 2007. 

Looking ahead, French arrivals to Canada should receive a slight boost from the estimated 12.9 per cent
increase in direct air capacity scheduled for the second quarter of 2008, compared with last year.

Despite growing price competitiveness issues, the Tourism Leading Index suggests there is slight growth
potential in French travel to Canada over the near term.
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Germany - Current Tourism Trends

German air passenger demand continues to rise: In January 2007, passenger traffic (measured in RPKs)
among Lufthansa passenger airlines grew strongly, rising 7 per cent compared with a year earlier. Traffic on
the company's European network surged by 34.7 per cent, and traffic on routes to North and South
America grew 34.1 per cent, although year-over-year comparisons were not adjusted to account for the
acquisition of Swiss International Airlines. 

Looking ahead, Lufthansa is very optimistic about further growth in passenger traffic this year, according to
a recent Reuters report. The airline plans to increase its short-haul capacity by 5 per cent and its
intercontinental capacity by "somewhat more" than that. 

Passenger numbers at Frankfurt Airport increased 3.7 per cent in January 2008, year-over-year, to nearly
4 million. Passengers on European flights grew by 4.6 per cent, fuelled by airfare discounts from traditional
airlines responding to increased competition from low-cost carriers, according to the airport authority.
Passengers on intercontinental routes rose 3.6 per cent during the month. The press statement noted there
was a 5.4 per cent increase in North American flights offered during the month compared with the previous
year. 

Travel agents report strong demand for travel products: German travel agency sales grew strongly in
January 2008, rising 9.3 per cent over the previous year, according to the latest TATS survey of German
travel agencies. Sales of package holidays and other leisure travel products grew 5.5 per cent, and airline
ticket sales jumped 15.9 per cent compared with a year earlier. In the first three months of the tourism year
(November to January), bookings grew by 7.8 per cent, year-over-year, and customer numbers were ahead
by 4.4 per cent.

A recent survey conducted by FVW, a German travel trade journal, revealed that German travel agents and
tour operators are optimistic about their bookings for summer 2008. Most respondents reported that their
advance bookings are ahead of what they were last year at this time. Growth has been driven by early
booking discounts and strong demand for school holiday trips; however, some respondents believed that
demand might fall heading into the spring, as early booking discounts expire. Respondents reported strong
demand for self-drive holidays in Germany and neighbouring countries, as well as niche products like
cruises, wellness breaks, cultural trips, and adventure holidays. 

Lufthansa adding surcharge to fares booked through GDSs: Lufthansa announced it will add a
surcharge to flights booked through global distribution systems (GDSs) beginning July 1, 2008, increasing
the cost of round-trip tickets by 30 euros (C$45). Tickets booked directly through the airline's website, call
centres, or ticket counters will not be subject to the surcharge. According to Air Transport World, the
German travel industry is concerned that this surcharge will harm sales, but the airline says it wants travel
agents to reduce their reliance on this booking channel.

Germany - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.
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Economic Trends:

The Conference Board's leading economic index for Germany remained unchanged in December. During
the past six months, the leading index has declined at a 1.6 per cent annual rate, a far cry from the
4.8 per cent annual rate of growth during the first half of 2007. Fortunately, the strengths and
weaknesses among the leading indicators have been roughly balanced in recent months. The behaviour
of the leading index suggests that slow to moderate economic growth should continue in the near term.

Unfortunately, Canada's price competitiveness for German travellers is expected to decline against all
competitive markets during the second quarter of 2008. The average cost of a seven-night stay in
Canada, including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase an anticipated 6.1 per cent for
German visitors during the first quarter. Meanwhile, the average cost of a similar trip to competitive
destinations (U.S., China, South Africa, Brazil, and Mexico) in the same quarter will decrease
5.2 per cent, year-over-year.

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Visits from Germany ended the year on a slightly sour note, decreasing 3.4 per cent in December,
according to Statistics Canada. However, the full-year figures indicate German arrivals in 2007 were up
1.5 per cent compared with the previous year. Meanwhile, the OTTI reported that travel from Germany to
the U.S. increased 9.1 per cent during the first 11 months of 2007. 

Over the second quarter of 2008, the level of direct air capacity scheduled between Germany and
Canada is expected to increase by a solid 14.4 per cent. 

Overall, softening economic conditions and declining price competitiveness suggest there is little to no
growth potential for German travel to Canada over the near term, despite the growth in air access.

Mexico - Current Tourism Trends

Mexican ski market offers great potential: The Mexican ski market represents a major opportunity for
Canada, according to a recent article in the Vancouver Sun. More than 150,000 Mexicans travel abroad to
ski destinations every winter. Whistler has been capitalizing on the potential of this market by promoting
itself to the Mexican market, hosting a Mexican Whistler Ski Week in January for the second consecutive
year. One tour operator was quoted as saying that Whistler has emerged as the third most popular ski
destination for Mexican travellers, after Colorado and Utah. Another noted that Canada has an advantage
over the United States with the Mexican travel market, because Mexicans can travel to Canada without a
visa, but require a visa for trips to the United States.

Mexican consumer confidence slips in January: The Mexican consumer confidence index slipped
2.1 points in January 2008 to an overall reading of 103.5, compared with the previous month, according to
INEGI, Mexico's national statistics agency. Concerns about the country's economic outlook were blamed
for the decline. However, compared with a year earlier, consumers were more confident about their
personal finances and their ability to make major purchases.
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Mexico - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's leading economic index for Mexico declined a slight 0.2 per cent in December
after increasing in the previous three months. The growth rate of the six-month index now stands at an
8 per cent annual pace. The recent behaviour of the leading index still suggests moderate to strong
economic growth is likely to continue over the near term. 

Despite declining average airfares from Mexico, Canada's price competitiveness is expected to fall
during the second quarter of 2008. The average cost of a seven-night stay in Canada during the first
quarter, including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 11.4 per cent for Mexican
travellers, year-over-year. Meanwhile, the cost of a similar trip to other competitive destinations (U.S.,
Spain, and Italy) is expected to increase by an average of 7.9 per cent. 

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

Visits from Mexico increased by 15.8 per cent in December, according to Statistics Canada. Overall,
January to December visits from Mexico in 2007 were 17.1 per cent ahead of the previous year.
Meanwhile, the OTTI reported that Mexican arrivals to the U.S. interior (beyond the 40 kilometre U.S.
border zone) increased 16.4 per cent during the first 11 months of 2007.

Direct air capacity between Mexico and Canada is scheduled to increase by a solid 10.9 per cent over
the second quarter of 2008, compared with a year earlier.

The Tourism Leading Indicator Index suggests strong economic trends should offset some of the concerns
over price competitiveness. As a result, Mexican arrivals to Canada are expected to continue to post solid
growth over the near term.

Japan - Current Tourism Trends

Japanese outbound travel demand softened in January: Japan Airlines reported that its international
passenger traffic (measured in revenue passenger kilometres) declined 1.7 per cent in January 2008, year-
over-year, mainly because of a decrease in traffic to destinations in Europe and Oceania. Transpacific traffic
increased 3.5 per cent during the month. For the full year of 2007, international traffic was down by
3.5 per cent from 2006.

The number of passengers travelling through Narita International Airport in Tokyo in January 2008 was
reported to be on par with the previous year, according to the airport's latest traffic statistics. But while the
number of passengers on international flights was the same as a year earlier, at 2.8 million, the number of
Japanese residents travelling on international flights declined by 5 per cent. Meanwhile, the number of
domestic passengers slipped 1 per cent to about 98,000.
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Outlook for Japanese overseas travel growing more pessimistic: Many of the overseas travel
destinations traditionally popular with the Japanese market have been experiencing a decline in Japanese
travellers, according to a recent report by Thai News Service. Japanese travel industry analysts attribute the
decline to a maturing market, a loss of interest among young travellers to venture outside Asia, and slow
growth in the seniors' travel market. 

A recent market report by Japan Tourism Marketing also blames economic concerns, including recent
fluctuations in financial and capital markets as a result of the sub-prime mortgage crisis, as well as the
negative effects of rising oil prices. In fact, the report cites the incremental increases in fuel surcharges for
international flights over the past two years as having a significantly negative effect, in particular for price-
conscious independent travellers. Now that more travel purchases are being made over the Internet in
Japan, airfares have become more transparent, and high fuel surcharges are viewed as increasingly
prohibitive.

Japan Airlines recently announced another increase to its fuel surcharge effective April 1, 2008. This will
bring the total fuel surcharge for return-trip flights to North America and Europe to 20,000 yen (C$191).

The latest forecast by MasterCard Worldwide suggests that overall Japanese outbound travel volumes will
edge up 1.8 per cent in the first half of 2008, compared with the same period of 2007. 

Japan - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's leading economic index for Japan declined in December, the fifth decline in six
months. Meanwhile, the growth of the six-month index continued to fall, declining to a -3.6 per cent
annual rate. The weaknesses among the leading indicators have become more widespread than the
strengths in recent months. The current behaviour of the leading index suggests heightened risks for
further economic weakness, as economic activity is likely to remain sluggish over the near term. 

Unfortunately, Canada's price competitiveness with markets competing for Japanese travellers is
expected to decline slightly over the second quarter of 2008. During this period, the average cost of a
10-night stay in Canada, including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 3.1 per cent over
last year for Japanese travellers. Meanwhile, the average cost of travel to the five main long-haul
destinations competing for Japanese travellers is expected to decrease 3.5 per cent, year-over-year.  

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

According to Statistics Canada, Japanese arrivals to Canada declined 9.8 per cent in December and
14.4 per cent in 2007, compared with the previous year. Travel from Japan to the U.S. also dropped,
according to the OTTI, but by a more modest 4.1 per cent in the first 11 months of 2007. 

Looking ahead, direct air capacity from Japan to Canada in the second quarter of 2008 is expected to
be 4.2 per cent higher than the previous year.
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Overall, the Tourism Leading Indicator suggests Japanese arrivals to Canada will continue to decline over
the near term.

South Korea - Current Tourism Trends

Korean Air reports solid growth in international passenger traffic: Korean Air posted a net loss of
34.8 billion won (C$36 million) for the fourth quarter of 2007, a significant decline from the 114 billion won
profit posted in the same quarter of 2006. The airline blamed higher fuel costs and a year-over-year decline
in the value of the Korean won for its losses. The airline continued to see solid demand for overseas travel
during the quarter, with a 2.7 per cent increase in international passenger traffic. The airline is optimistic in
its outlook for 2008 because of the continued upward trend in outbound travel demand. In particular, it
expects strong growth in air travel to China this summer for the Beijing Olympic Games.

Korean overseas travel demand still robust: The Korean government reported that Korean overseas
travel volumes increased 15.1 per cent in 2007 to 13.6 million. China was the most popular destination,
receiving 28 per cent of all Korean trips abroad last year, followed by Japan and Thailand.

The latest forecast by MasterCard Worldwide suggests that overall Korean outbound travel will expand by
10.8 per cent in the first half of 2008, compared with the same period of 2007.

Credit card company reports a shift in Korean travel preferences: Korean outbound travel preferences
are shifting away from traditionally popular destinations such as Italy and Germany towards other Asian
countries, according to a recent article by Joins.com, a Korean news website. BC Card, one of the largest
credit card companies in Korea, recently revealed that the highest growth in credit card spending among
Korean travellers in 2007 occurred at Asian destinations, such as the Philippines (up 95.5% over 2006),
Singapore (up 44.7%), China (44.7%), and Japan (43%). 

BC Card attributed these trends to the increase in younger, price-conscious Korean travellers, who prefer to
travel closer to home because they have less money to spend on travelling. This is similar to the trend
reported in Japan (see "Outlook for Japanese overseas travel growing more pessimistic," above). BC Card
reported that Koreans in their 20s registered the highest growth in overseas travel spending in 2007, while
Koreans aged 40 and over actually spent less on overseas travel than in 2006. 

In contrast to the strong growth in spending in other Asian countries, key overseas travel destinations that
registered the lowest growth in spending by Korean travellers last year were New Zealand (up only 4% over
2006), Italy (up 11%), Germany (up 12%), and Canada (up 14%). However, the four countries with the
highest level of spending overall among Korean travellers remained the same: United States, China, Japan,
and Canada, respectively.

Koreans have highest propensity for buying online: Internet users in South Korea have the highest
propensity to shop online, according to the latest Nielsen Global Online Survey. The results showed that
nearly all the Koreans polled with Internet access (99%) had used the Internet to make a purchase.
Moreover, 79 per cent had made a purchase over the Internet within the previous month.
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South Korea - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's leading economic index for South Korea declined 0.9 per cent in December, its
largest monthly decline since September 2006. Despite the last two monthly declines, the growth rate of
the six-month leading index is still tracking at a solid annual rate of 5.1 per cent. The strengths among
the leading indicators have also been more widespread than the weaknesses in recent months. The
recent behaviour of the leading index suggests economic growth is likely to continue at a moderate pace
in the near term. 

Unfortunately, the cost of travel to Canada continues to climb as the Korean won depreciates against
the Canadian dollar. The average cost of a 10-night stay in Canada during the second quarter of 2008,
including airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 16.9 per cent for South Korean travellers
compared with last year. Meanwhile, the average cost of a similar trip to competitive destinations (U.S.,
U.K., France, Germany, and Australia) in the second quarter is expected to increase by 5.5 per cent,
year-over-year. 

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

While Korean arrivals to Canada posted only slight growth of 2.7 per cent in December, full-year arrivals
for 2007 were up 5.3 per cent compared with the previous year, according to Statistics Canada.
Meanwhile, the OTTI reported that travel from South Korea to the U.S. increased 6.9 per cent during the
first 11 months of 2007. 

Unfortunately, direct air capacity from South Korea to Canada is scheduled to slip 2.2 per cent during
the second quarter of 2008, compared with last year.

Overall, the Tourism Leading Indicator Index suggests Korean arrivals to Canada should continue to
increase over the near term.

China - Current Tourism Trends

Beijing airport continues to see strong growth in international passengers: The number of passengers
through Beijing Capital International Airport rose 7.6 per cent in January 2008, year-over-year, according to
the airport's latest operational statistics. International passenger numbers increased 24.1 per cent, while
domestic passengers climbed 3 per cent during the month.

The airport's new Terminal 3 opened on February 29, 2008, boosting the airport's annual capacity to
76 million passengers per year, up from 52 million-a 46 per cent increase. According to Air Transport World,
the terminal's British architect, Norman Foster, claims the terminal is the largest covered structure ever built.
It is 3.25 kilometres long and covers 1.3 million square feet. 
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China's airport system to be challenged by growth: The Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation recently
released a report stating that China's airport infrastructure will be challenged in the years to come by the
strong growth expected in air traffic and the need to fund airport expansions. The Chinese government
plans to develop 43 new regional airports in the next two years, and another 54 between 2010 and 2020;
however, in reality, airport development in China has not kept pace with official targets in part because of a
lack of funding. 

The report asserts that 2008 will be an important year for China's airline sector, because of the attention
the country will generate through the Beijing Olympic Games. Effective development of the country's air
infrastructure may depend on private funding, and potential investors will be looking for signals of how the
government plans to develop the country's air transportation industry.

China takes "great leap forward" to head of Internet rankings: The number of Chinese Internet users
expanded so rapidly in 2007 that it leaped ahead of those in the United States, ranking first in the world,
according to eMarketer.com. The China Internet Network Information Centre reported that the number of
Chinese Internet users grew by 53 per cent in 2007 to 210 million-an increase of 73 million in just one year.
The United States had an estimated Internet population of 188 million in 2007. Growth in China was driven
by a huge increase (127.7%) in the number of users in rural areas. Still, at 210 million, China's Internet
population accounts for only 16 per cent of the total population, leaving plenty of room for further growth.

A recent forecast by Analysys International, a Chinese information technology research firm, suggests the
Chinese online travel market will expand by 38 per cent this year over 2007, generating 3.5 billion yuan
(C$491 million). By 2011, the market is expected to more than double. The firm reported that the online
travel industry in China is becoming more sophisticated, with better maps and payment tools. The
increasing availability of electronic air tickets is also fuelling growth.

China - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Trends: 

The latest indicators suggest economic growth in China eased slightly from an annual rate of
11.5 per cent in the third quarter to 11.2 per cent in the fourth quarter of 2007. Although there is an
increasing risk that a U.S. recession could dampen export growth, domestic consumption appears to be
holding up well. Still, the latest Consensus Forecasts report (February 2008) projects real gross domestic
product (GDP) growth will moderate further this year and post growth of 10.3 per cent. 

Over the second quarter of 2008, Canada's price competitiveness is expected to worsen against all key
markets competing for Chinese travellers. The average cost of a 10-night stay in Canada, including
airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 10.3 per cent in the second quarter compared with
last year. Meanwhile, the cost of a similar trip to competitive destinations (U.S., U.K., France, Germany,
and Australia) is expected to increase by an average of 1.4 per cent, year-over-year.
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Traveller and Supplier Trends:

In December, Chinese arrivals to Canada increased 5.4 per cent, a nearly identical rate to the
5.3 per cent increase in arrivals for the full year of 2007, according to Statistics Canada. Meanwhile, the
OTTI reported that travel from China (including Hong Kong) to the U.S. increased 17.8 per cent in the
first 11 months of 2007. 

Direct air capacity to Canada is scheduled to surge 46.1 per cent in the second quarter of 2008,
compared with the previous year. 

The Tourism Leading Indicator Index suggests strength in economic and travel trends should overcome the
challenges in price competitiveness, supporting modest growth in Chinese travel to Canada over the near
term.

Australia - Current Tourism Trends

Qantas reports robust domestic and outbound demand: Qantas reported a net profit of A$618.1 million
(C$567 million) in its first fiscal half ended December 31, 2007, just over double the net earnings posted a
year earlier. Passenger traffic during the period rose 6.3 per cent over the previous year, with strong
Australian demand for both domestic and outbound travel. Despite concerns about a global economic
slowdown, the airline has seen "no significant dampening of demand in most markets," except for some
softening in the U.K. and continued weakness in Japan. 

In light of Australia's new open skies agreement with the United States, Qantas has applied to Australia's
International Air Services Commission for unlimited access to air capacity between the two countries,
according to a news item in The Australian. The new air agreement is expected to boost competition and
lower prices on transpacific routes.

Australian outbound visits to outpace inbound for first time in 20 years: Australian outbound travel
volumes are poised to overtake inbound travel this year for the first time in 20 years, according to a recent
article in The Sydney Morning Herald. Australian overseas departures increased by 11 per cent between
January and November 2007, year-over-year, while inbound visits to Australia rose only 2 per cent last year. 

In the past four years, Australian outbound travel volumes have grown by 60 per cent to 5.4 million annual
trips, fuelled by the rising value of the Australian dollar. At the same time, Australia has seen a decline in
travel from some key Asian markets, in part because of the less favourable exchange rate and "poor quality
packaged tours."

Another article in The Sydney Morning Herald suggests Australian travellers are increasingly choosing non-
traditional travel experiences over traditional "been there, done that" sightseeing trips. Some emerging
trends include volunteer holidays, culinary vacations, singles trips, shorter getaways using discount carriers,
eco-trips, and multi-generational family trips.

Australia - Tourism Leading Indicator Index

Note: the bracketed figures are from the previous (January 2008) Tourism Intelligence Bulletin.

Economic Non-Economic

OverallGeneral Economic
Trend

Price
Competitiveness
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Economic Trends: 

The Conference Board's overall leading economic index for Australia increased 0.2 per cent in
December. With this gain, the growth of the six-month index picked up slightly to an annual rate of
5.6 per cent. In addition, the strengths among the leading indicators were balanced to slightly more
widespread than the weaknesses in recent months. As a result, the behaviour of the leading index
suggests that moderately strong economic growth will continue in the near term. 

Canada's price competitiveness is expected to decline against all competitive markets for Australian
travellers during the second quarter of 2008. The average cost of a 10-night stay in Canada, including
airfare, hotels, meals, and other items, will increase 3.5 per cent for Australian travellers compared with a
year earlier. Meanwhile, the average cost of a similar trip to competitive destinations in the second
quarter is expected to decline 6.9 per cent, year-over-year. 

Traveller and Supplier Trends:

According to Statistics Canada, Australian arrivals to Canada surged 19.7 per cent in December. This
growth helped boost overall arrivals from Australia in 2007 up 10.7 per cent over 2006. The OTTI
reported that travel from Australia to the U.S. increased a similar 10.8 per cent during the first 11 months
of 2007. 

For the second quarter of 2008, air capacity to Canada (including flights with one stop) is expected to
surge by 118.9 per cent compared with the same period in 2007, because of the introduction of
non-stop services to Vancouver.

Despite some challenges with price competitiveness, the Tourism Leading Indicator suggests that Australian
travel to Canada will keep posting moderate to strong growth over the near term.
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To u r i s m  L e a d i n g  I n d i c a t o r  I n d e x  -  M e t h o d o l o g y

The Tourism Leading Indicator Index provides tourism stakeholders with insights into the near-term outlook
for the Canadian tourism industry, by tracking the progress of the economic and non-economic factors that
affect travel demand.

To derive the overall Tourism Leading Indicator Index, the various component indices representing
economic and non-economic motivating factors are weighted to reflect their relative importance in the travel
decision-making process. The ratings used to assess the component indices of the overall index identify
the degree to which each component provides added stimulus or, alternatively, provides an added
impediment to visiting Canada over the near term. The specific rating gradients used to assess the various
component indices of the Tourism Leading Indicator are as follows:

Ratings Used for the Component Indices of the Tourism Leading Indicator

Meanwhile, the overall index rating obtained for each source market indicates the expected performance of
the source market in the near term, relative to the same time period in the previous year. The specific rating
gradients used to assess the Tourism Leading Indicator Index are as follows:

Ratings Used for the Tourism Leading Indicator Index
Symbol Interpretation 

Symbol Interpretation 

+++ Significant improvement 

++ Moderate improvement

+ Slight improvement

0 No change (or little change)

– Slight deterioration

– – Moderate deterioration

– – – Significant deterioration

Symbol Interpretation

Significant stimulus to demand 

Moderate stimulus to demand

Slight stimulus to demand

No (or little) added stimulus to demand

Slight impediment to demand

Moderate impediment to demand

Significant impediment to demand
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Leading indicators have been established for Canada's domestic travel market and for each of Canada's
key international markets: United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Mexico, Japan, South Korea,
China and Australia.

Methodology used to develop the Tourism Leading Indicator for each
source market:

Economic Factors

A) General Economic Trend: The specific assessment of the general economic conditions for each source
travel market is derived from the degree to which economic conditions are changing (becoming more
favourable or less favourable) as well as a general economic assessment of economic conditions.
Ultimately, the rating provided should represent the degree of positive push (stimulus) or negative pull
(impediment) affecting decisions to visit Canada over the near term due to economic conditions in each
source market.   

B) Price Competitiveness: Exchange rates between markets play a significant role in price
competitiveness. Other factors that are used to assess the overall price competitiveness are how high
gas prices, fuel surcharges, security-related charges or other costs are making Canada either more or
less price competitive (compared with other competing destinations). 

Non-Economic Factors

A) Traveller Trends: The assessment of traveller trends to and within Canada considers the source
market's level of consumer confidence, regulations, current travel trends and travel intentions. 

B) Supplier Trends: Supplier trends indicate the degree to which suppliers are increasing (or decreasing)
their product offerings to facilitate travel from the source market to and within Canada. The result of
changes in supply can increase (or decrease) growth potential. 

The following table identifies the weighting used for each component of the Tourism Leading Indicator for
each source market.

A higher weight on economic factors is given to domestic and U.S. travel because a higher percentage of
the travel that occurs in these markets is for non-leisure purposes, which tend to be more closely linked to
economic motivations. In addition, the prevalence of shorter, more frequent automobile travel also tends to
be more highly correlated with economic factors. On the other hand, the longer average distance and trip
duration of overseas trips suggests that non-economic factors tend to play a bigger part in the decision-
making process for these trips.

Economic Non-Economic

Travel Market
General

Economic Trend
Price

Competitiveness
Traveller Trends

(to/within Canada) 
Supplier Trends

(to/within Canada)

Domestic & U.S. 40% 10% 40% 10%

All others 30% 10% 50% 10%
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